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Abstract—Counting people from a video stream in a noisy environment is a challenging task. This project aims at developing a counting system for transport vehicles, integrated in a video surveillance product. This article presents a method for the detection and tracking of multiple faces in a video by using a model of first and second order local moments. An iterative process is used to estimate the position and shape of multiple faces in images, and to track them. The trajectories are then processed to count people entering and leaving the vehicle.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Estimating the number of people in a noisy environment is a central task in surveillance. A real-time count can be used to enforce the occupancy limit in a building, to manage transport traffic in real time, to actively manage city services and allocate resources for public events. Our project is to develop a counting system for moving platforms such as buses, in an existing classical video recorder. Images are captured using a video camera and are analyzed to determine the number of people present. The background scene is therefore not static and vary in a large number of ways: variations in lighting levels, patterns of scene background, movements of objects that might appear or disappear in the scene. The point of view is defined by the location of the camera, in front of the people. This motivates our approach, which is to detect, track and count faces, using color information. This paper proposes a method to detect and track multiple skin objects that might appear or disappear in the scene. The point of view is defined by the location of the camera, in front of the people. This motivates our approach, which is to detect, track and count faces, using color information. This paper proposes a method to detect and track multiple skin objects that might appear or disappear in the scene.

II. PREVIOUS WORK

Finding people in images is a difficult task [1] due to the high variability in appearance of people. Various approaches have been proposed in the past years [2], [3], including methods based on background subtraction [5], classical template matching with several patterns [8], [9], [10], [11] and statistical classifiers such as support vector machines [12], [13] or neural networks [14], [15] applied to face features vectors. However, most face detection methods use skin color information [2], [3], which is a low level and accurate information. The tracking of multiple targets in a video sequence in a cluttered environment can be done with particle filtering [16]. This paper presents a novel method for multiple targets tracking which is based on a statistical modeling of the problem, like the Condensation algorithm, but does not require sampling.

III. STATISTICAL MODELING AND SKIN OBJECT DETECTION

The method proposed here is based on skin color information, since it is the most robust information in cluttered environment. The main steps of our counting system are the probabilistic skin color modeling, the iterative face detection, tracking and counting.

A. Skin color model

A skin color model is needed in order to decide whether a pixel is skin colored or not. Skin chrominance is very specific, as opposed to its luminance, which has a large variability. Thus our model is defined in a chrominance color space so that skin pixels are represented in a small portion of the space, for example the normalized-rgr color space, defined from the original RGB space as:

\[ r = \frac{R}{R+G+B}, \quad g = \frac{G}{R+G+B}, \quad b = \frac{B}{R+G+B} \] (1)

Since \( r + g + b = 1 \), only two components \((r,g)\) are used for the model. A bidimensional gaussian model \( g_{\text{skin}} \) is obtained to represent skin color in the rg-space. Its parameters are learned from skin pixels from the FERET faces database [19]. This model is applied to an image to obtain a skin map \( S_I \) where each value is the value of our bidimensional gaussian model at the corresponding pixel’s color. For an image \( I \) and skin model \( g_{\text{skin}} \), the corresponding skin map \( S_I \) is:

\[ S_I(x,y) = g_{\text{skin}}(I(x,y)) \] (2)

where \((x,y)\) is a position in the image and \( I(x,y) \) is the color of \( I \) at this position, in normalized-rgr coordinates. Fig. 1(b) presents an example of skin map.

B. Statistical modeling

Our face detector is based on a statistical representation of the problem: a face is a skin region, parameterized by its position and shape. Therefore a skin object \( x \) is assumed to be a 5-dimensional vector composed of the first order moment, describing position, and the second order moment, describing shape:

\[ x = (\mu_x, \sigma_x) \] (3)

with

\[ \mu_x = (\mu_{x1}, \mu_{x2}), \quad \sigma_x = \begin{bmatrix} \sigma_{x11} & \sigma_{x12} \\ \sigma_{x12} & \sigma_{x22} \end{bmatrix} \] (4)

The method proposed here is based on skin color information, since it is the most robust information in cluttered environment. The main steps of our counting system are the probabilistic skin color modeling, the iterative face detection, tracking and counting.
Our face model can be seen as an ellipse centered in $\mu_x$ with axes defined by covariance matrix $\sigma_x$. This model has been introduced in [17] for one single face tracking using color.

The problem can be expressed as a statistical detection problem, where $x$ is a random variable and $z$ another random variable whose realizations are each image. We aim at finding local maxima of the function $p(z/x)$, in order to find the parameters of each skin object in the image. $p(z/x)$ is defined as proportional to the correlation between the skin map $S_z$ and the bidimensional gaussian function $g_x$ parameterized by $x$:

$$p(z/x) \propto \int S_z(t).g_x(t)dt$$

with $t$ a bidimensional variable.

A sequence of local moments is defined as:

$$\left\{ \begin{array}{l}
\sigma_0 = 1 \\
\sigma_n+1 = \sigma^2_n.g(\mu_0,\alpha\sigma_n)
\end{array} \right. \quad (9)$$

where $g(\mu_0,\alpha\sigma_n)$ is the bidimensional gaussian window of first and second order moments $\mu_0$ and $\alpha\sigma_n$ respectively, with $\alpha$ a real scalar found experimentally, so that the sequence converges: $\alpha \approx 1.3$.

Practically, the method consists in starting with a window centered in $\mu_0$ with a size smaller than the expected object size, computing the local moments of $S_z$ in this window, then using the result multiplied by a constant $\alpha$ as the next window covariance matrix. This sequence converges to the second order moment of the skin object. By using local moments, the computation of $\sigma_z$ is not disturbed by the other objects in the image. The detection of multiple skin objects in the image can then be achieved. Fig. 1 shows the results obtained with this method.

Fig. 1. (a) original image, (b) skin map, (c) five detected objects

### IV. Skin object tracking

Our method for temporal tracking of detected skin objects is tightly related to the recursive method used for the second order local moment estimation. The tracking is composed of a prediction step followed by an observation step for each object.

#### A. Trajectory prediction

Our tracker is designed to track several objects simultaneously. One major difficulty in multiple targets tracking is the association problem: each object detected at time $t$ must be associated to its corresponding object at time $t+1$.

Two different prediction methods are considered: dynamic model based prediction and trajectories learning based prediction.

1) **Dynamic model based prediction:** the first and most common method is to define a dynamic model for the object, estimate its parameters from past observations, and predict the next state from this model. In our application, faces movement is difficult to predict accurately since frames rate is low and people are close to the camera. This results in a very noisy trajectory.

Therefore, a simple but robust model is used: the tracked object is assumed to have a constant speed vector for a relatively small amount of time (about one second). The speed vector is estimated from the past positions of the object during the last second, to filter out noise. A more complex model could be used if needed by the application.

2) **Trajectories learning based prediction:** the second prediction method aims at predicting the next state of one object by using the estimated trajectories of past tracked objects. In our application, people are passing in front of the camera by following almost the same path every time. Thus it is possible to learn people trajectories and use this information to predict the states of future objects. A way to learn the trajectories is to store for each state, the estimated next state of tracked objects that have had this state. That is to say, for an object tracked at time $t$ with state $x_{O_t}$, its estimated state $x_{O_{t+1}}$ at time $t+1$ is stored in a table. When another tracked object state...
is similar to $x_O^{t+1}$, its predicted state must be similar to $x_O^{t+1}$. For memory considerations, only the position part of the state vector is learned.

A tracked object has only a small probability to be estimated at the exact same state as another object. It is therefore necessary to predict the next state of an object $O$ from the learned trajectories of other objects that presented a state close to the $O$ object’s current state. All memorized state predictions close to the object $O$ current state are taken into account.

An a priori probability density is defined for object $O$’s next state, from the memorized trajectories, as:

$$p(x_O^{t+1} | x_O^t) \propto \sum_{k=1}^{N} f(\|x_k - x_O\|).g_p(x_k) \tag{10}$$

with $N$ the number of entries in the trajectories table, $x_O^t$ the current state of object $O$, $x_O^{t+1}$ its predicted state, $x_k$ the $k$-th memorized state, $P(x_k)$ the learned predicted state for state $x_k$, and $g_p(x_k)$ the bidimensional gaussian function parameterized by $x_k$. $f$ is a positive decreasing function.

Since only the predicted position of skin objects are memorized, the second order moment part of state $x_k$ is considered equal to the second order moment $\sigma^2$ of object $O$ at current time $t$.

This prediction is integrated in our tracking algorithm by using this probability density as the initial window to estimate the local moments for the object in the next image.

B. Observation step

The observation step corrects the predicted position and shape of the object with respect to the observed image. The gaussian function parameterized with the predicted state defines the window in which the first and second order local moments of the object are computed. This step is iterated by using the last computed local moments as the parameters of the gaussian window:

$$\begin{align}
\mu_0 &= \mu_{\text{predicted}} \\
\sigma_0 &= \sigma_{\text{predicted}} \\
\mu_{n+1} &= \mu_{S_n,g(\mu_n,\alpha_n)} \\
\sigma_{n+1}^2 &= \sigma_{S_n,g(\mu_n,\alpha_n)}^2
\end{align} \tag{11}$$

with $\mu_{S_n,g(\mu_n,\alpha_n)}$ the first order local moment of $S_n$ in the window $g(\mu_n,\alpha_n)$, defined by:

$$\mu_{S_n,g(\mu_n,\alpha_n)} = \int t.S_n(t).g(\mu_n,\alpha_n)dt \tag{12}$$

In this sequence, the $\sigma$ update step is the same as in (9). This sequence converges to the first and second order moments of each object for the current image. figure 2 shows an example of the tracking of two faces (red and violet ellipses). One arm is also detected in the middle image (white ellipse).

C. Targets occlusions

Our system must be robust to temporal targets occlusions, that can appear because of a scene object or another target crossing the first one. A target is considered lost from one video frame to the next when there is not enough information in the second frame to estimate the state of the target. The decision is made by computing the ratio of skin pixels by the area of the ellipse parameterized by the estimated second order moment:

$$A = \frac{\int z(t)W_{lim}(t)}{\text{area}(W_{lim})} \tag{13}$$

with $W_{lim}$ the gaussian window parameterized by the limit of sequence $\sigma_{n}$. $A$ is compared to a reference ratio $A_{ref}$.

When a target is lost, the predicted state is assumed to be the estimated state. If the target is lost for too much time, it is considered definitely lost.

V. People counting

The counting of people is done in a simple way, by counting the tracked objects crossing a segment defined in the image space. The segment is defined manually so that the faces cross it when people enter the vehicle. The counting of a target tracked from position $P_1$ at a frame to position $P_2$ at the next frame, is done by checking if $P_1.P_2$ crosses the counting segment $C_1.C_2$, with dotproduct and crossproduct tests:

$$\begin{align}
\langle C_1, P_1, C_2 \rangle &> 0 \\
\langle C_3, P_1, C_2 \rangle &> 0 \\
\langle C_1, P_2, C_2 \rangle &> 0 \\
\langle C_3, P_2, C_2 \rangle &> 0 \\
\langle C_1, P_1 \wedge C_1, C_2 \rangle &< 0 \\
\langle C_1, P_2 \wedge C_1, C_2 \rangle &< 0
\end{align} \tag{14}$$

This counts people passing from left to right, as illustrated in figure 3. To count people passing from right to left, the two last inequalities are reversed:

$$\begin{align}
\langle C_1, P_1 \wedge C_1, C_2 \rangle &> 0 \\
\langle C_1, P_2 \wedge C_1, C_2 \rangle &< 0
\end{align} \tag{15}$$

The main advantage of this method is that if the tracking fails before or after the counting segment but succeeds at the counting segment, the face will be counted.

VI. Results and conclusion

The counting method has been tested under controlled conditions, in an indoor office, as well as under real conditions, on video streams from a transport vehicle. Using an appropriate skin model, the detection and tracking of skin objects is efficient, with a few tracking loss because of illumination conditions changes. By using an adaptive color skin model, it would be possible to achieve better tracking. A 85% counting success rate is achieved compared to the real count, while most
non detection were caused by faces not passing through the counting segment. False positives were caused by some arms being counted.

The main features of our approach are the iterative local moments estimation, the absence of threshold for the detection of skin pixels and objects, and the trajectory prediction based on learning of past trajectories. We are currently working on improving the skin color model to achieve a better detection of skin pixels.
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